
Vehicles D6 / Nen-Carvon H1 to H4 and HB1 Hoverboards
Craft: 

Nen-Carvon H1 Hoverboard

Type: Hoverboard

Scale: Character

Length: 1 meter

Skill: Piloting: Hoverboard

Crew: 1

Passengers: 0

Crew Skill: Varies Greatly

Altitude Range: Ground level to roughly 3

meters

Cover: None

Cost: 200 Credits

Availability: 1

Maneuverability: 2D+1

Move: 18, 50 kmh 

Body Strength: 1D

Description: The low end of the Nen-Carvon hoverboard line, made of high impact plastic and having a

very low speed, targeted at the audience of younger teenagers, its affordability was the main concern

when designing these. It cannot perform some of the trickier stunts pulled on other models- for instance it

cannot use walls and cielings as acceptable surfaces to fly upon, but for ground based movement or a

beginner the H1 is ideal. It has several features that are standard on the H series boards; a gravity field

atop the board utilizing reversed repulsorlift technology keeps the user atop the board and miniature

repulsorlift engines make it move. 

Craft: Nen-Carvon H2 Hoverboard

Type: Hoverboard

Scale: Character

Length: 1 meter

Skill: Piloting: Hoverboard

Crew: 1

Passengers: 0

Crew Skill: Varies Greatly

Altitude Range: Ground level to roughly 3 meters

Cover: None

Cost: 350 Credits

Availability: 1,F

Maneuverability: 2D+2

Move: 25, 70 kmh



Body Strength: 1D+2

Description: The H2 hoverboard is the next step up from the H1 hoverboard, made of Durasteel and

available in either black or brushed colors. It is faster than the H1 hoverboard and more maneuverable,

as well as substantially stronger than the high impact plastic model. The H2 model still cannot use walls

or cielings as flying surfaces. 

Craft: Nen-Carvon H3 Sport Hoverboard

Type: Hoverboard

Scale: Character

Length: 1 meter

Skill: Piloting: Hoverboard

Crew: 1

Passengers: 0

Crew Skill: Varies Greatly

Altitude Range: Ground level to roughly 3 meters

Cover: None

Cost: 600 Credits

Availability: 1,F

Maneuverability: 3D 

Move: 35, 100 kmh

Body Strength: 2D

Description: The H3 hoverboard is the beginning of the Nen-Carvon Sport hoverboards and is

substantially faster than the H2 and H1 hoverboards incorporating a micro ion drive as well as the

repulsorlift technology used in the previous models. It is made from an alloy of Durasteel and Quadrillium

giving it a wavy blue and silver pattern from the factory. This model can use walls as a flying surface as is

popularized by the X-Games series broadcast on holovideo networks worldwide. 

Craft: Nen-Carvon H4 Sport Hoverboard

Type: Hoverboard

Scale: Character

Length: 1 meter

Skill: Piloting: Hoverboard

Crew: 1

Passengers: 0

Crew Skill: Varies Greatly

Altitude Range: Ground level to roughly 3

meters

Cover: None

Cost: 750 Credits

Availability: 2



Maneuverability: 3D

Move: 45, 130 kmh

Body Strength: 2D+2

Description: The last of the Nen-Carvon Sport series of hoverboards the H4 is made of an alloy of

Durasteel and Havod, giving the whole thing either a black and red swirl pattern or a brushed silver and

red pattern. It is faster than the previous models and the precurser to the HB1 Racing hoverboard, it can

perform the rollover maneuver off walls safely, and can even use ceilings to fly from. 

Craft: Nen-Carvon HB1 Hoverboard

Type: Hoverboard

Scale: Character

Length: 1 meter

Skill: Piloting: Hoverboard

Crew: 1

Passengers: 0

Crew Skill: Varies Greatly

Altitude Range: Ground level to roughly 3 meters

Cover: None

Cost: 1,000 Credits 

Availability: 2,F

Maneuverability: 3D+1 

Move: 70, 200 kmh 

Body Strength: 3D

Description: The first Nen-Carvon Racing series board, the HB1 is made of an alloy of Quadrillium and

Havod, making it as durable as some Starfighter hulls. It has a crimson and silver swirl pattern from the

factory and looks very cool, with various paintjobs available for free at any hoverboard retailer. A permit is

necessary to purchase this board and you must take a 10 hour hoverboard certification process in order

to legally use it because of some of the insanity that insued when it was first brought out. Without the

piloting hoverboard skill a -2D penalty is incurred by anyone who uses it without skill. The class costs 500

Credits and provides 1D in the skill. 

All of these hoverboards were based on the hoverboard from Back to the Future II, I designed them to

use in my Star Wars D6 / D6 Space opera game. 

Back to the Future II Copyright Universal Studios

Nen-Carvon Hoverboard Designs Copyright Charles Carter all intellectual rights reserved- you have the

right to use these in your game and reproduce copies of this work for your own personal use. You may

not repost these to any other website than that authorized by the author. If you wish to post these on

your website email me at godogma@gmail.com.The only site with permission to post these items



currently is http://RPGGamer.org

Art is by Unknown, all rights remain with the artist.

Any complaints, writs for copyright abuse, etc should be addressed to the Webmaster FreddyB.
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